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Enterprise Email Archiving is an affordable solution for organizations that
have had to manually delete e-mail messages. It is the most cost effective
and efficient way of maintaining e-mail archives for your business. It
creates a list of the email messages you want to archive: the one specified
in your auto reply or the ones you specify by date, sender, recipient,
message body and subject. The list is generated in the archive folder and
each message is archived (move to archived folder). You can set the
behavior of the storage engine, the data added (message body, sender,
date, sender and subject), the connection string and the messages to be
deleted at the end of the work. As in any Enterprise Application, a use
case is supported by the system. Since there are many constraints, we
have made available all the features you may need for your Enterprise
application : The ability to manage the use case : if you want to grant the
specific system, or to delete a category, or to edit a category, or to add a
new one, the use case engine offer you a centralized management where
you can manage as many categories as you want, also the components
are centralized : A home system for creating a category, an index system
(page index, combobox, etc.) and a work system (category controller, and
the syntax etc.) You can also edit the messages contained in a category. If
you need you can also use the controller in a stand alone mode so that
you can connect only to the internal database. The Enterprise version also
come with a Super Administrator role. It is a software program made to
archive your e-mail messages. Don't waste time for installing a manual
archive, it is already done for you enterprise mail archiving is a software
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program made to archive your email messages. It doesn't work with the
Windows Live and Hotmail services, so it doesn't work when you are
using your own email service, or you are. If you move your email account
to another company, you won't be able to have a maintenance. you can
use the archive key word to search for your archived emails. Enterprise
email archiving is a good program to archive the emails for you and not to
lose them in a way as you can lose them when you delete manually email
messages. You can easily create a list of the email messages you want to
archive: the one specified in your auto
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